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The role of diffusion barriers in determining
the excitability of peripheral nerve

K. N. SENEVIRATNE AND 0. A. PEIRIS

From the Departments of Physiology and Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, University of Ceylon, Colombo,
Ceylon

SUMMARY The excitability changes occurring in normal isolated peripheral nerves of rats have been
studied during exposure to hypoxic and anoxic conditions before and after the administration of
insulin. The changes observed have been explained in terms of the dynamics of K' equilibrium in the
periaxonal spaces, and attention is drawn to the importance of the relative impermeability of the
periaxonal diffusion barrier in determining this equilibrium. Isolated peripheral nerves from
alloxan-diabetic rats, studied under similar conditions, show significant differences in the sequence
of their excitability changes. It has been shown that the rate of change of excitability in these nerves
is slower than those of control nerves. These results have now been interpreted in terms of the K'
changes in the periaxonal space. It is concluded that these slower excitability changes are due to an
increase in the permeability of the diffusion barrier of the diabetic nerve to potassium.

Recent studies have drawn attention to the re-
sistance of the peripheral nerve of diabetic subjects
to inactivation by ischaemia (Steiness, 1959, 1961a
and b; Castaigne, Cathala, Dry, and Mastropaolo,
1966; Gregersen, 1968). Seneviratne and Peiris
(1968a and b), measuring the excitability changes
in the median nerves during and after a 30 minute
period of limb ischaemia, have demonstrated that
the nerves of diabetic subjects do not show the
phases of ischaemic and post-ischaemic hyper-
excitability that are characteristic of the normal
subject. The absence of the sensations of para-
esthesiae in the diabetic subjects was attributed to
the relatively small rate of change of excitability
seen during the ischaemic and post-ischaemic
phases. The most characteristic functional difference
between the normal and diabetic nerves, however,
was the very limited extent to which the diabetic
nerve was inactivated by a 30 minute period of
complete vascular occlusion. Seneviratne and Peiris
(1969) have also demonstrated that the isolated
peripheral nerves of alloxan-diabetic rats show a
similar resistance in vitro to the effects of hypoxia.
Two alternative mechanisms could be responsible

for this phenomenon. It has been suggested that
diabetic nerves can maintain their activity under
anoxic conditions by utilizing non-oxidative meta-
bolic pathways. The experiments described in this
paper were designed to test the alternative hypothesis
suggested by Seneviratne and Peiris (1969) that

the sequence of excitability changes during anoxia
was determined by the dynamics of K' equilibrium
in the periaxonal space.

METHODS

Experimental diabetes was produced in 6-month-old
rats weighing between 100 to 150 g. A single dose of
alloxan-monohydrate of 150 mg/kg body weight in
freshly prepared citrate-phosphate buffer was injected
intraperitoneally at a concentration of 10 mg/ml. The
criteria used to establish diabetes were a blood glucose
level of over 200 mg/100 ml. and a glycosuria of 1% or
more. The animals were maintained in this condition
for at least four weeks before being used for study.
Litter mates of these rats and the alloxanized non-
diabetic animals served as controls in the experiments
described below. The rats were anaesthetized with
intraperitoneal sodium pentobarbitone and the sciatic
nerves dissected out rapidly from the level of the sciatic
notch to the gastrocnemius tendon. The nerves were
cleaned of fat and blood vessels, but the nerve sheath
was left intact. The nerve was then immersed in mam-
malian Tyrode's solution at 37°C and exposed to a
gas mixture containing 95% 02 + 5% CO2 for 15
minutes to minimize any injury activity. At the end of
this period the nerve was mounted in a small moist
nerve chamber containing platinum recording and stimu-
lating electrodes and a gas inlet tube. The chamber
was made air-tight and the nerve exposed to varying
gas mixtures which were admitted into the chamber
at a constant flow rate. The gas mixtures used in these
experiments were 95% 02 + 5% C02, 95% N2 + 5%
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CO2 and 8% 03 + 5% CO2 in nitrogen. The nerve
was stimulated using square-wave stimuli of 0-01 msec
duration and variable voltage and the responses amplified
and displayed on one beam of an oscilloscope, the sweep
of which was triggered by the stimulator output. Single
sweeps of the trace were photographed on 35 mm film.
In all the experiments described below a nerve was used
for one experiment only. Details of the technique used
in producing the experimental diabetes, and of recording
the evoked responses from the nerve in the gas chamber
have been described earlier (Seneviratne and Peiris,
1969).

EXPERIMENT 1 The nerve mounted in the chamber
was exposed to the 95% 02 + 5% CO2 gas mixture
and the stimulus strength required to produce a response
nearly 50% (± 5%) of the maximum response amplitude
was determined. The nerve was then exposed to the
8% 03 + 5% CO2 in N2 gas mixture and the responses
to this stimulus recorded at two minute intervals for
30 minutes. One hour after the first sciatic nerve was
dissected out, the second nerve was removed, immersed
for 15 minutes in the oxygenated Tyrode solution, and
mounted in the nerve chamber. The stimulus strength
required to produce a 50% response was determined,
the nerve exposed to the 95% N2 + 5% CO2 mixture,
and the evoked responses to this stimulus recorded at
two minute intervals for 30 minutes. Fifteen control
animals were used in this series. The first sciatic nerve
of each animal was exposed to the 8% 02 mixture or
the 95% N2 mixture alternately to ensure that the delay
of one hour between the experiments was not a critical
factor.

EXPERIMENT 2 One sciatic nerve was dissected out, a
sample of venous blood taken for estimation of glucose
content, and 20 u. soluble insulin (Boots) injected
intraperitoneally. The isolated nerve was then exposed
to the 8% °0 mixture and its responses to a stimulus
producing a 50% of maximum response recorded at
two minute intervals. One hour later the second nerve
was dissected out, the blood glucose level determined,
the nerve exposed to the 8% 02 mixture, and its
responses to the sub-maximal stimulus recorded. Ten
healthy animals were studied in this series.

EXPERIMENT 3 Experiment 2 was repeated using 10
diabetic rats.

RESULTS

EXPERIMENT 1 The results obtained from one
experiment of this series is illustrated graphically
in Fig. 1. It shows the response of a nerve in 8%
02 increasing to a maximum amplitude of 170%
of its original size in the 10th minute, after which it
diminishes in size, total inactivation being reached
in the 22nd minute. The parallel nerve exposed to
the 95% N2 + 5% CO2 mixture, however, reaches
a peak amplitude of 200% in the sixth minute,
and total inactivation in the 12th minute. Figure 2
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FIG. 1. The effects of hypoxia (filled circles) and anoxia
(open circles) on the amplitude of the compound action
potential evoked by a sub-maximal stimulus of constant
size.

depicts the relationship between the maximum
response amplitude and the time taken to reach it
for the 15 pairs of nerves in this series and from
10 nerves in experiment 2. In 8% 02 the mean
maximum potential size was 141-8% (range 108%-
175 %), this being reached in a mean time of 6-4
minutes (range two to 10 minutes). In the 95% N2
mixture the corresponding values for maximum
size were 165-0% (range 114-228%) and for time
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FIG. 2. Time to reach maximum increase of response
amplitude. Control nerves in hypoxia (filled circles) and
anoxia (open circles). Straight lines fitted by the method
ofleast squares.
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FIG. 3. Effects of hypoxia on the compound
action potential evoked by a sub-maximal
stimulus of constant strength. Peripheral nerve
of a control rat. Upper row: nerve before
insulin. Lower row: nerve after administration
of insulin. In each record the lower trace
monitors the stimcllus. Figures indicate time in
minutes.
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FIG. 4. Results obtained from experiment depicted in
Fig. 3 plotted graphically. Percentage changes in re-

sponse amplitude of nerve before insulin (filled circles)
and after insulin (open circles).

4 7 minutes (range two to eight minutes). In 8 % 02
all the nerves were inactivated to less than 10%
of their original size in a mean time of 24-2 minutes
(range 18 to 28 minutes), whereas in 95% N2 the
mean inactivation time was 14 4 minutes (range
10 to 19 minutes).

EXPERIMENT 2 Ten experiments were done in this
series, and in each animal the blood glucose level
had fallen by at least 25 mg/100 ml. (range 26 to 44
mg/100 ml.) at the time the second nerve was dis-
sected out for experiment. The evoked responses
obtained from one such experiment are reproduced
in Fig. 3, and the results of this experiment de-
picted graphically in Fig. 4. The changes in the
behaviour of the nerves before and after insulin
seen in these two curves were typical of this series.

Before insulin a maximum amplitude of 140%
was reached in six minutes and near complete
inactivation occurred at the 25th minute, whereas
after insulin a peak potential size of 160% was
reached in four minutes, the nerve being inactivated
to less than 10% of its original size by the 18th
minute.
The results of six similar experiments are repre-

sented in Fig. 5. Figure 4 shows that after insulin
the nerves attain a larger peak amplitude after a
shorter time than do the corresponding nerves
before insulin. Figure 6 and the Table, which sum-
marizes the results obtained from the experiments
of series 1 and 2, illustrate the close similarity
that exists between the behaviour of nerves from
healthy rats exposed to a 95% N2 + 5% CO2
mixture and comparable nerves from insulinized
rats exposed to a gas mixture containing 8% 02
+ 5% CO2 in nitrogen.

EXPERIMENT 3 The ten rats studied in this series
had been diabetic for periods varying from 30 to
50 days and had initial blood glucose levels varying
from 238 to 516 mg/100 ml. One hour after the
injection of insulin the blood glucose level of each
animal had fallen by at least 75 mg/100 ml. (range
76 to 210mg/100 ml.). Theevoked responses obtained
during one experiment where the nerves were ex-
posed to the 8 % 02 mixture before and after insulin
are reproduced in Fig. 7, and expressed graphically
in Fig. 8.
The first nerve shows a peak response amplitude

of 115% at the sixth minute, after which the nerve
is slowly inactivated, but even at the end of 30
minutes the response retained 52% of its original
size. In contrast, the parallel nerve, which was
dissected out one hour after the administration
of insulin, gave a response which was 152% of its
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FIG. 5. Results obtainedfrom
six control nerves, showing
effect of hypoxia on the size
of the evoked response before
insulin (filled circles) and
after insulin (open circles).
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resting size at the end of six minutes, and it retained
this size for a further 12 minutes. At the end of
the 30 minute period of hypoxia the response was
still 124% of its original amplitude. The results of
six similar experiments, reproduced in Fig. 9,
illustrate the characteristic changes that take
place in diabetic nerves after insulin. In all of them
the rising phases of the curves have steeper gradi-
ents, reach higher levels, maintain these higher
levels for longer periods, and even after 30 minutes
retain potential sizes larger than those shown by
the corresponding pre-insulin nerves. There was no

obvious relationship between the extents of these
changes and the duration of the diabetic states,
their original glucose levels or the levels to which
the glucose levels had fallen.

DISCUSSION

There is evidence that intracellular potassium
is released from the nerve during anoxia and that
potassium is reabsorbed in the post-anoxic re-
covery period (Fenn and Gerschman, 1950; Shanes,
1950). Krnjevic (1955) has shown that there is a

TABLE
EXCITABILITY CHANGES IN ANOXIC AND HYPOXIC GAS MIXTURES

Maximum potential Time to reach Time to reach
size (%) maximum size (min) 90% inactivation (min)

In 8% 02 108-175 2-0-10-0 18-0-28-0 )
(N = 15) (Mean 141-8) (Mean 6-4) (Mean 24-2)

Exp. I -Pis <-001 Pis <-001
In N, 114-228 2-0- 8-0 10-0-19-0
(N = 15) (Mean 165) (Mean 4-7) (Mean 14-4) J

Before 140-176 6 0-9 0 18-0-26-0 )
insulin (N = 10) (Mean 153-2) (Mean 7-4) (Mean 24-1)

Expt. 2 -Pis <-001 -P is <-001
After 120-206 3-8-6-0 11-0-22-0
insulin (N = 10) (Mean 167-4) (Mean 4-9) J Mean 16-20 J

Values of P determined by Student's t test.
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FIG. 6. Time to reach maximum increase of response
amplitude. Ten pairs of control nerves in hypoxia before
insulin (filled circles) and after insulin (open circles).
Continuous straight lines fitted by the method of least
squares. Interrupted line indicates slope of line obtained
from anoxic nerves.

slow efflux of K' from cat nerve when it is suspended
in oxygenated isotonic sucrose, 10% of the total
intracellular K' diffusing out within 10 minutes.
When the nerve was exposed to chloroform fumes
at 37°C for 20 minutes beforehand, the K' efflux
was exponential with a very much shorter time
constant, 750% of the total K' diffusing out with
a half period of 3 5 minutes. Maruhashi and Wright
(1967) have shown that oxidative metabolic energy
is required to maintain the resynthesis of the ATP
of the nerve membrane enzyme complex. When
deprived of this metabolic energy Ca- is released
from the membrane, increasing its permeability
(Frankenhaeuser and Hodgkin, 1957; Kimizuka
and Koketsu, 1963), and permitting the Na' K' to
migrate down their concentration gradients.
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FIG. 8. Results obtained from experiment depicted in
Fig. 7 plotted graphically. Percentage changes in response
amplitude of diabetic nerve before insulin (filled circles)
and after insulin (open circles).

The accumulation of K' in the periaxonal spaces
would reduce the resting membrane potential of
the nerve fibres (Shanes, 1950; Huxley and Stampfli,
1951; Adrian, 1956). The initial depolarization
produced in this manner would, in effect, result
in an increase of the excitability of the nerve by
lowering the threshold voltage required for stimu-
lation. Continued increase of the periaxonal K'
concentration would, however, cause more extensive
depolarization which results in failure of action
potential generation and conduction block. This
sequence of change would account for the transient
phase of hyperexcitability seen in peripheral nerves
in vitro at a stage before they are inactivated by
the anoxia (Heinbecker, 1929; Lehmann, 1937;
Seneviratne and Peiris, 1969). Similar changes have

I/1\_ FIG. 7. Effects of hypoxia on the responses
evoked by a sub-maximal stimulus of constant
strength. Peripheral nerve of an alloxan-
diabetic rat. Upper row: nerve before insulin.
Lower row: nerve after insulin. In each
record the lower trace monitors the stimulus.
Figures indicate time in minutes.
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FIG. 9. Results obtained from
six diabetic nerves showing
effects of hypoxia on the
response amplitude before
insulin (filled circles) and after
insulin (open circles).
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been demonstrated in human peripheral nerves

during experimental limb ischaemia (Kugelberg,
1946; Fullerton, 1963). Seneviratne and Peiris
(1968a) measured excitability changes in the sensory

fibres of the median nerve during vascular occlusion
by observing changes in the size of the responses
evoked by a constant sub-maximal stimulus of
critical size. It was shown that an increase in the
excitability of fibres ordinarily just beyond the
range of this stimulus would reduce their thresholds
and render them excitable. Thus increases in
excitability would result in the recruitment of
additional fibres, this change being manifest as an

increase in the size of the recorded compound
action potential. Conversely, a decrease of excita-
bility would be indicated by a diminution in the
size of the recorded potential. That a high surface
K' concentration is sufficient to produce depolariza-
tion block is evident from the studies of Shanes
(1951) who showed that washing of the nerve

with oxygen-free Ringer's solution alone was

sufficient to restore functional activity in anoxic
frog nerve fibres.

If surface K' concentrations are to play a critical
role in the depolarization process, it would be
necessary to postulate the existence of diffusion
barriers in the nerve which would restrict the free

diffusion of ions from the periaxonal to the extra-
cellular fluid compartment. It is conceivable that
the functional changes described above could
occur either if individual axons were surrounded by
diffusion barriers or if groups of axons were enclosed
within a common barrier. There is general agree-
ment that nerves are surrounded by relatively
impermeable external sheaths (Feng and Gerard,
1930; Feng and Liu, 1949; Rashbass and Rushton,
1949; Crescitelli, 1951; Dainty and Krnjevic,
1955), and it has been suggested by Krnjevic
(1954) that the function of such a sheath may be
to preserve the specific character of the internal
environment of nerve tissue. There is, however,
no agreement as to the precise site of the barrier.
Causey and Palmer (1953) viewed the epineurium
as the diffusion barrier, whereas Huxley and Stampfli
(1951); Krnjevic (1955); Thomas (1963); and
Gamble (1964) favoured the perineurium. The
Schwann cells of myelinated fibres are ensheathed
by a basement membrane which is continuous across

the nodes of Ranvier from one internode to another.
Haftek and Thomas (1968) indicate that the neuril-
emmal sheath, made up of the Schwann cell base-
ment membrane and the inner endoneurial collagen
sheath of Plenk and Laidlaw, is a continuous
elastic tube which remains intact even during
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nerve degeneration, serving to define the channels
within which the Schwann cells proliferate during
nerve regeneration.
The results obtained in experiment 1 provide

evidence in favour of the hypothesis outlined above.
Theory predicts that the K' efflux would be larger
when the nerve is in the anoxic gas mixture than
when it is in the 8% 02 mixture; it is therefore
anticipated that during anoxia the K' accumulating
within the diffusion barrier would attain the con-
centrations required for critical depolarization
of the membrane and for inactivation of the mem-
brane at time intervals which are shorter than for
comparable nerves during hypoxia. The results of
experiment 1 indicate that, with the nerve in 8% 02,
the mean time to reach maximum amplitude was
6-4 minutes, and to reach inactivation 24-2 minutes,
whereas in the 95% 02 + 5% CO2 mixture the
corresponding times were reduced to 4-7 and 14-4
minutes.
Another observation derived from the results

of experiments 1, 2, and 3 is that the maximum
amplitudes reached tend to be greater as the times
required to reach this become shorter. It has been
argued above that increase in response size is due
to progressive recruitment of new fibres of higher
threshold, as continuing depolarization lowers
their thresholds to levels which make them responsive
to the test stimulus. Continued accumulation of
K' would, however, also tend to depolarize towards
inactivation levels the low threshold fibres which
earlier contributed to the response. Since the size
of the response at any given time represents the
summated contributions of the active fibres, it
follows that this potential would be increased by
the contributions being made by the freshly re-
cruited fibres and diminished as a result of the
progressive withdrawal of the low threshold fibres.
In this situation it is conceivable that a more rapid
increase of the periaxonal K' concentration would,
during a transient period, permit of a greater
degree of synchronization of the recruitment process.
This would allow of occasions when nearly all
the fibres of the compound nerve are responsive,
at a given moment, to the submaximal test stimulus.

Zierler (1959) showed that insulin produces
an influx of K' into excised rat muscle, and that it
increases the resting membrane potential of muscle
by about 5 mV. There is also evidence (Gamble,
1962) that K' ions are required for oxidative
phosphorylation in mitochondria, and that K'
ions move into cells when glucose is taken up
from the extracellular fluid into tissue cells and
converted into glycogen. Field and Adams (1964)
have shown that insulin increases the in vitro
uptake of glucose by alloxan-diabetic rabbit nerves

and suggest that insulin in vitro reverses the meta-
bolic defect of diabetic nerves which is evidenced
by its depleted resting glycogen levels. In experi-
ments 2 and 3 insulin has been used to increase the
initial intraneuronal K' content, with the specific
object of increasing the K efflux from them during
hypoxia.

In experiment 2 the results obtained from such
nerves are compared with those from control nerves
in 8% 02. It is expected that nerves with an in-
creased intraneuronal K' content would, during
hypoxia, produce a more rapid build up of peri-
axonal K' concentrations within their impermeable
barriers, leading to a more rapid development
of the hyperexcitable and inexcitable states.
This is borne out by the results of experiment 2.
Control nerves in 8% 02 reached maximum excita-
bility in a mean time of 7 4 minutes and were
inactivated by the 24th minute, whereas after
insulin the corresponding times were reduced to
4 9 and 16-2 minutes.

In experiment 3 the nerves from the diabetic
animals were first exposed to the 8% 02 mixture,
and the results obtained are essentially similar to
those published earlier (Seneviratne and Peiris,
1969). The characteristic differences between the
behaviour of these nerves and those from healthy
rats relate to the extent of inactivation by the
hypoxia and to the time relationships of the early
phase of hyperexcitability. The results show that
there is significant delay in the rate at which the
nerve is subsequently inactivated. These changes
could be related to a slower build up of K' con-
centration in the periaxonal spaces of the diabetic
nerve. Since the K' concentration in the space is
determined by the relative rate of K' efflux from the
hypoxic nerve and the rate at which it could diffuse
out across the barrier, it follows that a slower K'
build up could be accounted for by a change
in either of these states. Our results show that
the rate of increase of excitability in the post-
insulin diabetic nerves is consistently greater than
in the pre-insulin nerves. This is evidence that the
rate of K' build up in the space is now faster than
before, a circumstance which should lead to quicker
inactivation were the barrier an impermeable
one. The results, however, show that this does not
occur, but that inactivation occurs at an even slower
rate than in the pre-insulin nerve. It is therefore
necessary to postulate that the diffusion barrier
limiting the periaxonal space in the diabetic nerve
is a permeable one, permitting the K' to diffuse
out more freely across it.

Thickening of the basement membrane of small
blood vessels has been consistently demonstrated
in the retina, kidney, skin, stomach, skeletal muscle,
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vasa vasorum of the aorta, and the vasa nervorum
of peripheral nerve (Fagerberg, 1966). The character-
istic lesions of diabetic microangiopathy with
retinopathy, glomerulosclerosis, and diffuse base-
ment membrane thickening have also been demon-
strated in dogs made diabetic by bovine pituitary
growth hormone or alloxan (Engerman and
Bloodworth, 1965). Spiro (1963) has suggested that
the diversion of hexose along insulin independent
pathways could result in the over-production of the
basement membrane substance and other glyco-
proteins, which could account for the observed
thickening. Blumenthal, Hirata, Owens, and
Bemns (1964) have suggested that the basement
membrane abnormality may be a manifestation
of a more generalized antigen-antibody reaction.

Bischoff (1968) demonstrated a significant thicken-
ing of the basement membrane surrounding the
Schwann cells of the peripheral nerves of diabetic
subjects associated with the duplication and multi-
plication of the membrane. He observes that in
order of frequency of occurrence of morphological
changes in these nerves, hyperplasia of the basement
membrane is the most prominent. This structural
change is, however, not characteristic ofanyparticular
aetiology because reduplication of the membrane
also occurs in regenerating nerves (Nathaniel
and Pease, 1963). Simpson (1962) has suggested
that the role of one or other of the axon coverings
is paramount in determining the velocity changes
seen in disease and nerve compression experi-
ments. He discussed the possibility that this could
be due to physical distortion of the lipid-protein
molecular arrangement in myelin or of the peri-
neurium, or to a more direct effect on the excitable
membrane of the nerve fibre affecting the rate of
trans-membranal exchange of electrolytes. Bischoff
(1968) suggests that the only early abnormality
of ultrastructure which could have some bearing
on the functional disturbance in diabetic neuropathy
is the thickening and reduplication of the basement
membrane surrounding the Schwann cell. He argues
that hyperplasia of this exchange barrier would not
be without effect on metabolic exchange, and that
this could be expected to cause a delay in the
development of the action potential which would
result in a diminution in the overall speed of con-
duction of the nerve impulse. More recent studies,
however, indicate that the lowering of the conduc-
tion velocity is due to the paranodal demyelination
which occurs in these nerves. Seneviratne and
Peiris (1968b) have since shown that the resistance
of the nerves of diabetic subjects to ischaemic
inactivation can be demonstrated even in the
presence of normal motor and sensory nerve
conduction velocities. In this paper it is suggested

that the resistance is due primarily to an increased
permeability of the periaxonal diffusion barriers
to K'. Bischoff's (1968) observation of thickened
and reduplicated basement membranes in diabetic
nerves is not necessarily incompatible with this
increased permeability to the diffusion of electro-
lytes, because the thickening of the basement
membrane of the glomerular capillaries seen in a
variety of kidney lesions is invariably accompanied
by an increase of its permeability to the plasma
proteins.
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